COMENIUS
2013-2015
ONE BUT NOT THE SAME-THE UNITING
DIVERSITY OF CULTURE IN EUROPE
Partner countries:

Romania (Bucharest)
Spain (Granollers)

Participants: the whole school especially students ages 11-14
Themes covered:
 history,
 civics,
 geography
 literature,
 music,
 art,
 religion,
 traditions (including legends i traditional cuisine),
 local/regional traditions and customs (songs, outfit, dances)
of POLAND AND PARTNER COUNTRIES
The language of the project: English
Objectives:
 The consolidation of pupils’ information about their own culture;
 The promotion of intercultural respect and tolerance as well asEuropean identity and
citizenship;
 The stimulation of pupils’ interest for studying by adapting modern approach to above
mentioned subjects: using multimedia, information technology, interesting forms like
posters, leaflets, presentations, albums, recording CDs i DVDs
 The development of the communication skills for pupils, teachers and partners;
 Improvement of the level of knowledge of English;
 Increasing the level of education by creating an international team work.
 Developing students' creativity, initiative, enterprise, strengthening the level of students'
self-esteem, and their sense of belonging
 Analyzing students' learning difficulties and unsocial behaviour, finding common solutions
 Uniting Europe culturally by exploring its diversity and sharing it
The results of the project:
 A project Blog,
 Leaflets,
 Shows,
 Objects,
 Posters,
 A Cookbook,










A Book of Legends,
A Historical Album,
A Geographic Album,
A Literary Album,
A Dictionary,
An Art Album,
Calendars,
CD / DVD (dances, carols and traditional songs).

Attractions: what will we do within the Comenius project:
 Doing projects, multimedia presentations, leaflets, posters, postcards, brochures, greeting
cards, albums, singing and recording carols, traditinal songs etc
 Using new technologies, the internet
 Organising cultural trips
 Attending different school clubs eg: school cronicle of Comenius in English and Polish,
theatrical clubs
 Organising theatrical performances
 The cooperation between the teachers, the headmasters, the pupils and the parents in each
school.
 Contacting the students of schools in Spain and Romania via internet, skype, email
 Organising school shows, exhibitions
 Meeting students and teachers from partner countries

